Product and System Solutions for Agriculture
Eaton product and system solutions deliver a wide array of electronics, pumps, valves, motors, and fluid conveyance products deliver smooth, transparent operation, so the operator is always in control. For those long hours, Eaton makes sure operator needs and comfort are met with products and systems that automate work loads, provide quick access to needed information, and provide quiet operation. Eaton’s experience and reputation delivers technology designed to protect the environment. Leak free connections, and flow sensing components to recognize broken connections reduces environmental exposure and expensive cleanup costs. With Eaton’s broad, global reach we’re with you whether it’s support for your design and manufacturing needs or technical support in the field.

Fuel Efficiency
Make Every Gallon Of Fuel Count
- Engine Power Match
- Shift On The Fly
- Integrated Transmission Packages
- 4 Wheel Assist
- Power On Demand (Maximizes Power From Tier IV Engines)
- Fan Drive Cooling Systems
- Low Power Usage
- Reversible Air Cleaning Functions

Increased Productivity
Get More Bushels From Your Fields
- Quick Response
  - Improved Positioning
  - Accurate Floating Header
- Faster Unloading
- Match Header Speed To Harvest Conditions

Operator Comfort
Make Life Easier For Long Hours in The Field
- World Class Steering Systems
- Joystick Interface
- Interactive Operator Screens
- Quiet Technologies
- Integrated Electronics
  - Simplified Control Schemes
  - Automated Work Functions

Sustainability
Protect The Environment You Rely On
- “Zero Leak” Connections
- Rugged Hose Covers
- Low Noise Technologies
  - Tuned Hose
  - Quiet Pump Designs
  - Low Noise Fan Drives
- Hose Capability for Biodiesel
  - Biodegradable Fluids

Reliability
Get More From Your Investment
- Proven/Rugged Eaton Reliability
- High Operating Range

Eaton Products for Ag

1. Steering Control Units
2. Electronic Controllers
3. HMI Joysticks/Touch Displays
4. System Control Valves
5. HST Propell Systems
6. Fan Drive Solutions
7. Header Drive Systems
8. Integrated Transmissions
9. Cyclone Tank Reservoirs
10. Wheel Motors
11. Fluid Conveyance Solutions
12. Auger Drives